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1. Introduction  

A novel class of electrocatalysts proposed for use in Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) 

fuel cells comprises Pt catalysts supported on titanium dioxide doped with certain transition 

metals (e.g., W, Mo, Nb, Ta and Sn) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. These catalysts are 

developed to overcome the inherent limitations of the traditional CO- and corrosion-sensitive 

Pt/C catalysts. The corrosion of carbon, sintering and dissolution of Pt nanoparticles in acidic 

media are well known phenomena leading to activity loss [10] [11]. The consequence of both 

processes is the loss of the active surface of the catalysts. Since the electrocatalyst is responsible 

for roughly 30% of the price of a PEM fuel cell [12], more corrosion resistant electrocatalysts 

with decreased Pt content are inevitable for ensuring the economic viability of the PEM fuel cell 

technology. 

The key requirements for prospective electrocatalysts in PEM fuel cells involve [13]: (i) high 

stability in the anticipated pH/potential window, (ii) high resistance against electrochemical 

corrosion, (iii) good electronic and proton conductivity, (iv) high specific surface area, (v) 

appropriate porosity for mass transfer of liquid fuels or oxygen gas and the minimization of 

water flooding in electrodes, and (vi) strong interaction between the Pt nanoparticles and the 

support. In the last decade a range of oxide containing electrocatalyst materials were proposed 

for both the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). 

Because of the strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) the metal oxides are also capable to 

stabilize active metal in highly dispersed state, and might help to suppress Pt dissolution on 

oxygen reduction cathodes at open-circuit potentials (OCP) or in the start-up-shut-down driving 

of electric vehicles. In addition, oxide substrates are not prone to oxidation and degradation, as 

are carbon supports. However, even if in electrochemical experiments many of them showed 

excellent properties, their utilization in PEMFCs remains extremely rare. 

1.1 TiO2-rutile-based mixed oxide – active carbon composite supported Pt electrocatalysts 

The concept of non-noble metal-doped TiO2 – active carbon composite supports, developed in 

the Renewable Energy Research Group (RERG), is based on the idea of bringing together the 

excellent stability and nanoparticle-stabilizing ability of TiO2 with the good co-catalytic 

properties of doping metal (M= W, Mo, Nb and Sn) and with the good conductivity and large 

surface area of active carbon in a unique material system. It has been demonstrated [14] [15] that 

exclusive incorporation of the doping metals into substitutional sites of the TiO2 lattice is a 



necessary requirement for practical realization of a mixed oxide – active carbon composite as a 

support for electrocatalysts in PEM fuel cells. Under such circumstances the TiO2 lattice protects 

the doping metal atoms from dissolution, while they can still provide CO tolerance [16] [17] [18] 

[19] [20]. Better performance of the Pt/Ti0.7M0.3O2-C (M= W, Mo) catalysts in a single cell test 

device using hydrogen containing 100 ppm CO compared to the reference Pt/C and PtRu/C 

catalysts was also demonstrated [21]. 

In Ref. [22] an optimized route for preparation of novel TiO2-rutile-based Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C 

multifunctional composite support materials with different mixed oxide/carbon ratio 

(Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C= 75/25, 50/50 and 25/75) was elaborated using Vulcan XC-72, unmodified (BP) 

and functionalized Black Pearls 2000 (F-BP) carbon materials. A multistep sol-gel-based 

synthesis method was also adapted to obtain composite materials based on exfoliated graphite 

oxide (GO) with 25 wt.% GO and rutile-TiO2 structure. As demonstrated by X-ray diffraction, 

by using the optimized synthesis route, almost complete Mo incorporation was achieved, in spite 

of the widely differing structural and surface chemical characteristics of the carbon materials.  

The electrochemical results indicate that (i) there are characteristic performance differences 

between the electrocatalysts with different mixed oxide/carbon ratio, and (ii) the catalytic 

properties of the system are mainly determined by the Pt-Mo interactions. Thus, an increase of 

the mixed oxide content in composites to 50 and 75 wt.%, leading to a pronounced enhancement 

of Pt-Mo interactions, results to better tolerance of the catalysts to CO as compared to those with 

high carbon content. However, the more homogeneous microstructure of the catalysts with high 

carbon content (75 wt.%) seems to be the key for enhanced long-term stability. Considering also 

the fact that high oxide content in the catalyst layer can lead to a slight increase of the cell 

resistance, the BP- and F-BP-based Pt electrocatalysts with Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C= 25/75 ratio seems to 

be more promising for general use. 

1.2 Peculiarities of Nb-containing TiO2-based composite supported Pt electrocatalysts 

Niobium oxides are an interesting n-type semiconductors [23], which has found important 

applications in electronics and optical applications, including thin films (antireflective coatings, 

solar control, etc. [24]). Nb is known to be the most promising dopant used to enhance electrical 

conductivity of titania [25] [26] [27] since the similarity of the Pauling ionic radii of Nb
5+

 (r= 

0.70 Å) and Ti
4+

 (r= 0.68 Å) in sixfold coordination results in almost no lattice distortion [28]. 



Different approaches have been reported in the literature to improve the electrical 

conductivity of TiO2 including doping with niobium and followed by heat treatment at high 

temperatures under a reducing atmosphere. Thus, it has been reported [29] that Nb-doped TiO2 

(0.65 atomic% Nb) exhibits metallic-type conduction upon annealing of the specimen at elevated 

temperatures (800-950 °C) in the gas phase of very low oxygen activities (10
−11

 Pa <pO2 

<10
−8

 Pa). 

X-ray diffraction analyses revealed that upon doping of TiO2 with Nb niobium hinders the 

anatase-to-rutile transformation and prevents the grain growth [30], which is important to 

achieve a conductive support with high specific surface area. This might be due to Nb
5+

 species 

substituting for Ti
4+

 in the crystalline lattice [31], reducing the oxygen vacancy concentration in 

titania [32]. 

Valigi et al. [33] studied the NbxTi(1−x)O2 system in the composition range 0.0 < x < 0.1 for 

different heat treatment conditions. The effect of the various incorporated species on the TiO2 

unit-cell volume was discussed. The results show that for the samples prepared in vacuum, 

niobium is incorporated as Nb
5+

 compensated by an equivalent amount of Ti
3+

. If the treatment 

was done in air, the maximum solubility of Nb
5+

 into rutile form was 6.6 Nb atoms/l00 Ti atoms, 

above which Nb excess was segregated as a ternary phase TiNb2O7. On subsequent heating in air 

the Ti
3+

 was oxidized to Ti
4+

 yielding a compensation of Nb
5+

 by cation vacancies. The 

secondary phase of TiNb2O7 has been also observed by Zakrzewska et al. [34] when Nb content 

exceeded 6 atomic%. 

Design and preparation of the Nb-containing metal oxide-supported Pt electrocatalysts for 

the ORR have been extensively studied. It has been demonstrated in Ref. [35] that the dopant 

may not only increase the electrical conductivity of TiO2 but also modify the Pt fine structure, 

resulting in the modification of the ORR activity. Sasaki et al. [36] demonstrated that niobium 

oxide nanoparticles could be adequate support for Pt, reducing at the same time the noble-metal 

contents of catalyst for oxygen reduction. 

Numerous studies have been carried out using NbxTi(1−x)O2 and have reported high activity 

and stability. The synthesized in Ref. [37] 20 wt.% Pt/Nb0.05Ti0.95O2 catalyst, in comparison with 

Vulcan supported one, showed similar catalytic activity towards oxygen reduction, expressed 

through the specific current densities at the constant potential, especially in the potential range of 

practical interest (0.85-0.90 V vs. RHE). Although the catalytic activities are similar, the 



importance of new synthesized Nb0.05Ti0.95O2 support could be emphasized as it is proved to be 

more stable than carbon-based support in aqueous electrolytes. 

A simple wet-chemical route to grow Pt nanoparticles on mesoporous Nb-TiO2 hollow 

spheres with controlled Pt loadings in environmentally friendly aqueous solution was presented 

in Ref. [38]. These Pt/Nb-TiO2 catalysts exhibit higher catalytic activity for ORR and better 

stability than the benchmark E-TEK commercial Pt/C catalysts. 

It has been demonstrated [39] that Pt supported on Nb-doped TiO2 nanofibers (Nb: 10 mol%) 

was much more stable than reduced or calcined Pt/TiO2 catalysts and the commercially available 

Pt/C when subjected to 1000 voltammetric cycles in the range of 0.05-1.3 V. 

1.3 Application of NiWO4-based composite supported Pt catalysts as anode and cathode in 

PEM fuel cell 

Design and preparation of mesoporous nickel-tungsten mixed oxides and their composite 

with different carbonaceous materials can be also a promising direction in the development of 

bifunctional anode and cathode Pt electrocatalysts. In this respect, the choice of NiWO4, which 

are stable in an acidic media and have good proton conductivity, seems to be quite promising. 

NiWO4 nanoparticles and their composites exhibit interesting electrochemical properties, for 

example, in oxygen evolution reactions [40], electrocatalytic conversion of N2 to NH3 [41], etc. 

Moreover, Pt/NiWO4 system has been patented as anode electrocatalysts for alcohol oxidation 

[42]: it has been supposed that in aqueous solutions the NiWO4 support removes the carbon 

monoxide intermediates by creating OH species at the outer surface. Considerable improvement 

of the ORR activity in an alkaline medium was achieved after loading of 10 wt.% of Pt on a 

NiWOx solid solution with plenty of oxygen defects prepared by the displacement of Ni in the 

W18O49 lattice [43]. 

However, the mixed oxide NiWO4 has a relative low electrical conductivity and a low 

specific surface area, which is a disadvantage when used as a support for electrocatalysts. New 

types of carbonaceous materials like, carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene oxides (rGOs) have 

also been reported to provide extreme good properties to metal oxide-carbonaceous composites 

due to their special electronic structure  [44]. 

The aim of this work was to study the effect of composition and structure of corrosion 

resistant mixed oxide-based cathode and anode electrocatalysts on the activity in the ORR and 

HOR in acidic medium. The key element of the concept was the introduction of composite 



support materials containing metal oxides to replace the carbon support in the corrosion-sensitive 

Pt/C electrocatalysts. 

In the present report, the activity both in HOR and ORR of the Pt/Ti(1-x)MxO2-C (M: Mo, Nb) 

catalytic systems developed by the RERG was investigated. Based on our preliminary studies, 

the most promising catalysts prepared with different oxide/carbon ratios and different types of 

carbon backbones were selected for a detailed electrochemical study. 

Additionally, the Ni-based nanoarchitectured NiWO4-GNP (GNPs: graphene nanoplatelets) 

support material provided by Romanian colleagues in the frame of cooperation with the “Ilie 

Murgulescu” Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Romanian Academy, have been investigated 

as well. Composite NiWO4-GNP was loaded with 40 wt.% Pt via a modified NaBH4-assisted 

ethylene-glycol reduction-precipitation method developed in the RERG and the prepared catalyst 

was tested in both electrocatalytic reactions. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Electrocatalysts used 

According to our preliminary studies, six the most promising catalysts for use as anode and 

cathode in PEM fuel cells were selected for detailed electrochemical study. 

Throughout this report the Ti(1-x)MxO2-C (M: Mo, Nb) composites will be identified by the 

nominal oxide/carbon mass ratio, along with the type of carbon used (C: Vulcan (V), unmodified 

(BP) and functionalized Black Pearls 2000 (F-BP): e.g., 25Ti(1-x)MxO2-75V means the composite 

of 25 wt.% of mixed oxide and 75 wt.% of Vulcan carbon. 

 

Preparation and characterization of anode electrocatalysts 

In our previous study [22] an optimized route for preparation of Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C composite 

supports for Pt electrocatalysts with 25/75 oxide/carbon mass ratio containing mixed oxide with 

Ti/Mo atomic ratio of 80/20 (Ti0.8Mo0.2O2) was elaborated. The functionalization of carbon is 

carried out as follows: commercial BP carbon previously pre-treated in nitrogen at 1000 °C was 

modified using a two-step treatment with HNO3 and glucose (F-BP) (details of such treatments 

are given in the Ref. [19]). The structural and compositional properties of the composite 

materials and related Pt catalysts were explored by transmission electron microscopy, X-ray 

diffraction and N2 adsorption measurements. Properties of the three anode electrocatalysts with 

nominal composition 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75C (C: V, unmodified BP and functionalized 



F-BP) are summarized in Table 1. Electrochemical experiments presented in this report were 

used to assess the functional properties of the catalysts. 

Table 1. Characterization of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C composites and the related Pt catalysts by 

TEM, XRD and nitrogen adsorption measurements [22]. 

Catalyst
 a)

 SBET 
b)

 

(m
2
/g) 

Pt size, 

nm 

(TEM) 

Lattice parameters, 

Å
 c)

 

Mo 

subst., 

% 

20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP 1120 2.7 ± 0.7 a= 4.630, c= 2.940 18 

20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75F-BP 726 2.8 ± 0.7 a= 4.630, c= 2.940 18 

20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75V 175 2.0 ± 0.6 a= 4.630, c= 2.940 18 

a) BP: Black Pearls 2000; F-BP: BP carbon pre-treated at 1000°C in nitrogen for 3 h before 

functionalization, then functionalized with HNO3 and glucose; V: Vulcan. 

b) Specific surface area of the composite support materials determined by nitrogen adsorption 

measurements; 

c) Lattice parameters of the rutile phase obtained after high-temperature treatment;  

pure rutile TiO2: a= 4.593 Å, c= 2.959 Å. 

 

Preparation and characterization of cathode electrocatalysts 

Properties and preparation details of the 40 wt.% Pt cathode electrocatalysts are summarized 

in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Properties and preparation details of the composites used as a support for 40 wt.% Pt 

cathode electrocatalysts 

Catalyst SBET 

(m
2
/g) 

Preparation details 

Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP 273 
The composite was prepared using a synthesis route developed 

for samples with high oxide content (details see in Ref. [22]) 

Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V n.d. 
The composite was prepared using a synthesis route developed 

for samples with high carbon content (details see in Ref. [22]) 

Pt/NiWO4-GNP 29 

NiWO4 materials with Ni/W= 1:1 ratio were synthesized by 

co-precipitation of Ni and W precursor compounds using EG 

as template and TBAOH as pH mediator; composites with rGO 

were prepared using direct synthesis method 

n.d., no data 

 



Our research group has recently developed the synthesis of novel Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-C (C: BP, V; 

oxide/carbon ratios: 75/25 and 25/75) composite supports for Pt electrocatalysts using 

ammonium niobate (V) oxalate hydrate as Nb precursor compound. Upon the preparation of 

Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-C composites the success of the sol-gel-based multistep synthesis followed by 

high-temperature treatment (HTT: Ar, 600 °C, 8 h) was usually controlled by XRD, in which 

incorporation of Nb is detected as a characteristic distortion of the TiO2-rutile unit cell. In 

previous studies of the RERG, it has been demonstrated that exclusive incorporation of Nb in the 

TiO2 is feasible only up to a certain solubility limit (below 10 atomic% Nb), above which 

segregated ionic Nb species remained on the surface. Details of the preparation of Nb-containing 

composite materials with different Ti0.93Nb0.07O2/C ratios (C: BP, Vulcan) were presented in 

Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Nominal composition and preparation details of the Nb-containing composites with 

the different Ti0.93Nb0.07O2/C ratios (C: BP, Vulcan) 

Samples nominal 

composition 
a)

 

TiO2 sol Suspension of carbon Nb 

prec.
b)

 

(g) H2O 

(ml) 

HNO3 

(ml) 

Ti prec.
b)

 

(ml) 

Carbon 

(g) 

H2O 

(ml) 

HNO3
c)
 

(ml) 

75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP 25.4 2.85 2.487 0.25 10 - 0.1915 

25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V 8.46 0.95 0.83 0.75 15 0.78 0.0638 

a) Expected composition of composites with different Ti0.93Nb0.07O2/C mass ratio; 

b) Ti and Nb precursor compounds: (Ti(O-i-Pr)4 and (NH4)NbO(C2O4)2×H2O); 

c) cc. HNO3 (65%, Molar Chemicals, a.r.). 

 

Composite of mesoporous NiWO4 with graphene nanoplatelets (10 wt.%), for use as 

bifunctional cathode electrocatalyst, was synthesized by Romanian colleagues using a facile co-

precipitation synthesis route (see Table 2). Inexpensive and commercially available GNPs (with 

a surface area of 300 m
2
/g, Sigma-Aldrich), which are hybrids between graphene and graphite, 

were used as carbonaceous material to increase both the conductivity and surface area of the 

catalyst. 

  



2.2. Preparation of the 20 and 40 wt.% Pt electrocatalysts 

Composite support materials were loaded with 20 and 40 wt.% Pt via a modified NaBH4-

assisted ethylene-glycol (EG) reduction-precipitation method demonstrated schematically in 

Figure 1 [15]. The flowchart of this process can be seen in Figure 1 (for more details see Table 

1). 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart for synthesis of 20 and 40 wt.% Pt electrocatalysts 

 
As a first step of preparation procedure, H2PtCl6×6H2O was dissolved in ethanol in a round 

bottom flask. The 200 mg of the support material was dispersed in the solution by sonication at 

room temperature and the suspension was heated up to 65 °C with continuous stirring. A solution 

prepared by mixing of NaBH4 and EG was added dropwise to the suspension very slowly and 

carefully with a syringe pump in 30 minutes at 65 °C with continuous stirring. After the addition 

of 30 minutes the system was stirred at 65 °C for 3 hours. Hydrogen chloride solution was added 

to the suspension and it was stirred for an additional 2.5 hours at room temperature in order to 

allow the Pt particles to settle on the surface of the support. The materials were washed four 

times with 50 ml water and filtered by centrifugation in order to remove the chloride ions and 

dried at 85 °C in an oven overnight. 

 

Table 4. Preparation details of the 20 and 40 wt.% Pt electrocatalysts 

Pt content 
H2PtCl6×6H2O, 

mg 

abs. 

EtOH, 

ml 

NaBH4 solution in EG 
0.2 M 

HCl, ml NaBH4, 

mg 

EG, 

ml 

added (NaBH4 + EG) 

solution, ml 

20 wt.% Pt 134 50 596 7.4 3.7 15 

40 wt.% Pt 353.9 50 805.4 10 7.4 30 

 

  



2.3. Electrochemical characterization 

2.3.1. Electrochemical characterization by cyclic voltammetry 

All electrocatalysts were investigated by means of cyclic voltammetry (CV) in a 

conventional three-electrode electrochemical glass cell using a Biologic SP150 potentiostate and 

the EC-LAB software package. The working electrode was prepared by supporting the 

electrocatalysts on a glassy carbon (GC) electrode (d= 0.3 cm, geometric surface area A= 

0.0707 cm
2
). 

The electrode was polished by means of alumina powder (10 µm diameter) with the addition 

of isopropanol in order to remove the impurities from the surface. Subsequently, the polishing 

alumina powder was removed from the electrode surface by rinsing with distilled water. The 

sample to be examined was powdered and an ink was prepared by dispersing 2 mg of the catalyst 

samples in 2 ml of a mixture of 1.592 ml of MilliQ water, 0.4 ml of isopropanol and 8 µl of 5% 

Nafion® solution (DuPont™ Nafion
®

 PFSA Polymer Dispersions DE 520). The suspension was 

sonicated for 30 minutes. From this suspension a drop (3.6 μl) was pipetted on to the dry mirror-

polished GC and dried at room temperature for 20 min. 

The reference electrode was a hydrogen electrode immersed in the same electrolyte as the 

working electrode and all potentials are given on the RHE scale. Pt was used as counter 

electrode. All electrochemical measurements were carried out at ambient temperature. Solutions 

were prepared from Millipore MilliQ water and P.A. reagents. 5.5 N Ar gas was used for 

deoxygenation the solutions. The electrolyte was 0.5 M H2SO4 (Merck). 

Prior to the measurements, the electrode was activated by potential cycling for 10 times in 

the range 50 and 1000 mV at a scan rate of 100 mV s
-1

. After the activation procedure, CV 

measurements were done in the potential range of 50-1000 mV at a scan rate of 10 mV s
-1

. 

For comparison activity in the HOR and ORR commercially available reference 20 and 

40 wt.% Pt/C (Quintech, C-20-Pt and C-40-Pt on Vulcan; denoted hereafter as 20Pt/C and 

40Pt/C, respectively) electrocatalysts were also studied by the same methods as described above. 

2.3.2. Electrochemical characterization by ORR 

Catalytic activity of the catalyst samples was tested in the ORR by rotating disc electrode 

(RDE) technique. A RDE is a hydrodynamic working electrode used in a three-electrode system. 

The electrode rotates during experiments inducing the diffusion of reactant to the electrode via a 

well-defined stationary electrolyte layer, the thickness of which depends on the rotational speed. 



The rotating speed of the electrode can be controlled at different levels, which yields a different 

diffusion rate of the reactant. 

The ORR measurements were done in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. The diameter of 

GC electrode and Pt loading used in these experiments was the same as during CV 

measurements. Polarization curves were recorded by cathodic scan sweeping the potential 

between 1000 and 200 mV with 10 mVs
-1

 sweep rate, rotating the electrode at 225, 400, 625, 

900, 1225 and 1600 revolutions/min (rpm). In order to characterize the surface state of the 

catalysts, before and after the RDE measurements 10 CVs between 50 and 1000 mV potential 

window in Ar saturated electrolyte were also measured. 

2.3.3. Electrochemical characterization by HOR 

Catalytic activity in the hydrogen oxidation reaction was also investigated by RDE method in 

hydrogen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at 400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm. Polarization 

curves were recorded by anodic scan sweeping the potential between 0 and 300 mV with 

10 mVs
-1

 sweep rate. The diameter of GC electrode and Pt loading used in these experiments 

was the same as during CV and ORR measurements. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Electrochemical characterization of the Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C anode electrocatalysts 

In order to clarify the possibility of using novel 20 wt.%Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C catalysts (C: V, 

BP and F-BP, Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C: 25/75) as anode or cathode in PEM fuel cells, their 

electrochemical characteristics were investigated. The influence of the type of carbonaceous 

materials on the performance in the ORR and the HOR expressed as current values normalized to 

the geometric surface area of the electrode was compared on Figure 2. Comparable values of the 

electrochemically active Pt surface area (ECSA) calculated from the charge of the hydrogen 

desorption were obtained for all composite supported electrocatalysts (see Table 5). 

Table 5. Electrochemical performance of the Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C composite supported  

20 wt.% Pt electrocatalysts 

Catalyst Nominal composition CV ECSA, m
2
/gPt ORR HOR 

Pt/75BP Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP + 69.9 ± 3.2 + + 

Pt/75F-BP Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75F-BP + 68.1 ± 2.4 + + 

Pt/75V Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75V + 70.3 ± 3.4 + + 

Pt/C Pt/C + 94.5 ± 2.5 + + 

 



    

 

Catalytic activity after 10 cycles of conditioning of the commercial reference 20 wt.% Pt/C 

and composite supported Pt catalysts was investigated in the ORR by RDE technique in O2 

saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution (see Figure 2.A). Potential dynamic polarization curves obtained 

on RDE at six rotation speeds (225, 400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm) for all catalysts were 

demonstrated on Figure 3.  

As shown in Fig. 2.A, current density of the ORR in the mixed kinetic-diffusion controlled 

region on the fresh reference Pt/C catalyst was higher comparing to the composite supported Pt 

catalysts. Identical diffusion limited currents were reached on the Pt/75BP and Pt/75V catalysts, 

whereas the limiting current of the Pt/75F-BP catalyst was slightly lower.  

Figure 2.B displays HOR voltammograms (positive-going scans) recorded via the rotating 

disc electrode technique in H2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 (ν= 10 mV s
-1

, T= 25 °C and ω= 900 rpm) 

on the Pt/C and different carbonaceous materials-containing Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C electrocatalysts. 

The currents were also normalized to the geometric area of the glassy carbon electrode. 

A B 

C 

Figure 2. Electrochemical characterization of the 

reference Pt/C (█) and different anode electro-

catalysts: Pt/75BP (█), Pt/75F-BP (█) and Pt/75V 

(█). (A) ORR curves obtained in O2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm; 

(B) HOR curves obtained in a H2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm. 

(C) Cyclic voltammogram recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 

at 100 mV s-1, T = 25 °C. 



  

  
Figure 3. Potentiodynamic (10 mV s-1, negative sweep) oxygen reduction current densities obtained in 

O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 225, 400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm: (A) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-

75BP, (B) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75F-BP, (C) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75V, and (D) 20 wt.% Pt/C 

Quintech electrocatalyst. 

 

It can be seen from Figure 2.B that the electrochemical performance of Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C 

electrocatalysts was nearly identical, while the reference 20 wt.% Pt/C catalyst shows a slightly 

lower HOR current. The limiting current density of the Pt/C catalyst is only slightly lower than 

that of composite supported Pt electrocatalysts. Potential dynamic polarization curves obtained 

on RDE at five rotation speeds (400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm) for all catalysts were 

demonstrated on Figure 4. 

It is well known that the rate of the oxidation of hydrogen on the Pt electrode in acid solution 

might be too fast to be measured with the RDE method [45] [46] [47]. On the polarization curves 

for HOR obtained in RDE measurements at room temperatures, the steady-state current generally 

B A 

C D 



rises sharply from the origin with positive going potential and reaches a limiting plateau above 

50 mV. 

  

  
Figure 4. Potentiodynamic hydrogen oxidation current densities obtained in H2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 

400, 625, 900, 1225 and 1600 rpm: (A) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP, (B) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-

75F-BP, (C) 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75V, and (D) 20 wt.% Pt/C Quintech electrocatalyst. Sweep rate: 

10 mV s-1. 

 

A typical cyclic voltammogram of Pt with the classical features of the adsorption/desorption 

of underpotentially deposited hydrogen between 50 and 350 mV along with a redox peak pair of 

the Mo between 380 and 530 mV was observed on the all studied catalysts (see Figure 2.C). 

According to the literature and our previous results [18] [48] [49] the appearance of these redox 

peaks in the voltammograms clearly confirm that there is an active interface between the Pt 

nanoparticles and the surface Mo species of the composite support. It should be noted, that, as 

shown in Figure 2.C, the charge of the double layer depends on the type of carbonaceous 

B A 

D C 



materials used for the preparation of the catalysts and correlates well with the BET surface area 

of the composite materials calculated on the basis N2 adsorption measurements (see Table 1). 

 

3.2. Electrochemical characterization of mixed oxide-containing cathode catalysts 

A comparison of the electrocatalytic behavior of 40 wt.% Pt catalysts in a standard three-

electrode cell was presented in Figure 5. 

 

Table 6. Electrochemical performance of mixed oxide-containing cathode 40 wt.% Pt 

electrocatalysts 

Catalyst
 a)

 CV ECSA, 

m
2
/gPt 

ORR HOR 

Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP + 49.7 ± 2.7 + + 

Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V + 50.4 ± 1.2 + + 

Pt/NiWO4-GNP + 65.3 ± 2.0 + + 

Pt/C + 44.3 ± 3.1 + + 

  

 

A 

B 

C 
Figure 5. Electrochemical characterization of the 

reference Pt/C Quintech (█) and different cathode 

electrocatalysts: Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP (█), 

Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V (█) and Pt/NiWO4-GNP 

(█). (A) ORR curves obtained in O2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm; (B) 

HOR curves obtained in a H2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 

at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm. (C) Cyclic 

voltammogram recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 at  

100 mV s
-1

, T = 25 °C. 



Potential dynamic polarization oxygen reduction and hydrogen oxidation curves (not shown) 

were obtained for all catalysts on RDE at six and five rotation speeds, respectively. It should be 

noted that obtaining reproducible results in the study of 40 wt.% Pt electrocatalysts is a rather 

difficult task (all measurements were repeated at least four to six times until reproducible results 

are obtained). Reproducibility of the cyclic voltammetry, ORR and HOR measurements in a 

standard three-electrode cell were demonstrated on Figures 6-9. 

As shown in Figure 5.A the onset potential of the ORR on the reference Pt/C and both Nb-

containing catalysts was observed at slightly less positive potential comparing to the Pt/NiWO4-

GNP, indicating that these catalysts are less active. Moreover, the mixed kinetics-diffusion 

control region of the NiWO4-based catalyst is in the range from 0.6 V and 1.0 V, demonstrating 

that this catalyst performs well in the ORR. It can be seen from Figure 5.B that the 

electrochemical performance of all mixed oxide-containing electrocatalysts in the HOR was very 

similar, while the Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP catalyst shows a slightly higher activity. 

As shown in Figure 5.C all catalysts studied show a typical CV of Pt with the classical 

features of the underpotentially deposited hydrogen desorption between 50 < E < 400 mV. 

Moreover, a characteristic feature of the voltammogram obtained on the Pt/NiWO4-GNP is the 

asymmetry in the so-called hydrogen region: there is quite pronounced peak in the anodic branch 

of the voltammogram above 350 mV overlapping with the oxidation peak of the adsorbed 

hydrogen strongly bounded to the Pt surface. In is well known [14] [50] [51] [52] that this peak 

belongs to the oxidation of tungsten bronze formed due to the hydrogen spillover. Cathodic 

counterpart (i.e. the current peak of the formation of the tungsten bronze) of this anodic peak 

coincides with the hydrogen-adsorption peaks of the platinum. 

As shown in Table 5, the highest ECSA value was obtained on the Pt/NiWO4-GNP catalyst. 

The ECSA values increases in the following order: Pt/C < Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP ≈ 

Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V < Pt/NiWO4-GNP. 

3.3 Electrochemical characterization of the scaled-up materials 

The scale of the preparation of the most promising supports for cathode and anode catalysts 

on a scale of up to 1 g was also carried out. When loading Pt by a NaBH4-assisted ethylene 

glycol reduction-precipitation method, the best results were obtained using 0.2 g of composite 

support. Thus, the appropriate amount of 20 and 40 wt.% Pt electrocatalyst (1 g) was obtained in 

four-five batches. 



 

Figure 6. Reproducibility of the results obtained by cyclic voltammetry measurements on various Pt catalysts: (A) 40 wt.% Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-

25BP, (B) 40 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V and (C) 40 wt.% Pt/NiWO4-GNP. 

 

Figure 7. Reproducibility of the oxygen reduction reaction results obtained by RDE measurements on various Pt catalysts: (A) 40 wt.% 

Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP, (B) 40 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V and (C) 40 wt.% Pt/NiWO4-GNP. 

 

C A B 
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Figure 8. Reproducibility of the hydrogen oxidation reaction results obtained by RDE measurements on various Pt catalysts: (A) 40 wt.% 

Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP, (B) 40 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-75V and (C) 40 wt.% Pt/NiWO4-GNP. 

 

Figure 9. Electrochemical characterization of the reference Pt/C Quintech electrocatalyst: (A) Cyclic voltammogram recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 at 

100 mV s-1, (B) ORR curves obtained in O2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm; (C) HOR curves obtained in a H2-saturated 

0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mV s-1 on a RDE at 900 rpm. T = 25 °C. Reproducibility of the RDE measurements results.  

A B C 

A B C 



Table 7. Characterization of the scaled-up materials. Reproducibility of Pt loading 

 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP 40 wt.% Pt/75Ti0.93Nb0.07O2-25BP 

1st batch, 500 g 2nd batch, 500 g 1st batch, 500 g 2nd batch, 500 g 

ECSA, m
2
/gPt 69.9 ± 3.2 71.5±4.0 49.7±2.7 50.2±4.9 

 

Characterization of different batches of Pt catalysts by cyclic voltammetry measurements 

was done before unifying them. 

As shown in Figure 2.B, the 20 wt.% Pt/Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-C electrocatalysts exhibit very similar 

activity in the HOR. However, according to the results of the 10,000-cycle stability tests 

presented in our previous study [22] the Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75F-BP and Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP 

electrocatalysts have been selected as the most promising. Therefore, the scaling preparation 

procedure was carried out using 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75BP catalyst as an anode. 

In this series of experiments, the best activity in the ORR was obtained on the Pt catalyst 

supported on the composites of Ni-based materials with graphene nanoplatelets prepared using 

direct synthesis method (see Figure 5.A). However, preliminary results of our research group 

obtained using the catalysts presented in this report as the cathode for a PEM fuel cell showed 

that the performance of the Pt/NiWO4-GNP catalyst was worse in comparison with the optimal 

values. The activity of both Nb-containing catalysts was quite comparable. Thus, a catalyst with 

high Ti0.93Nb0.07O2 mixed oxide content was selected for the scaling procedure. 

As follows from Table 7, the results obtained on both electrocatalysts show good 

reproducibility of the synthesis. 

4. Summary 

Based on our preliminary studies, the most promising Pt/Ti(1-x)MxO2-C (M: Mo, Nb) catalytic 

systems with different oxide/carbon ratios developed by the RERG, which were prepared using 

different types of carbon backbones, were studied in standard three-electrode cell. In addition, 

the activity of the 40 wt.% Pt/NiWO4-GNP catalyst in the ORR and HOR was also investigated. 

According to the half-cell results TiO2-rutile-based 20 wt.% Pt/25Ti0.8Mo0.2O2-75C catalysts 

(Ti0.8Mo0.2O2/C: 25/75; C: Vulcan (V), unmodified (BP) and functionalized Black Pearls 2000 

(F-BP)) can be recommended for use on the anode side of MEA in PEM fuel cell. Nevertheless, 

it should be noted, that the BP-based catalysts demonstrated better stability during 10,000-cycle 

long-term stability test. 



According to the results obtained in the ORR by the RDE method, the activity of the 40 wt.% 

Pt/NiWO4-GNP catalyst was the highest. Although this electrocatalyst has shown promising 

ORR activity in half cell tests, the specific surface area of support does not reach the desired 

level, so further studies are needed. Probably the low surface is responsible for the inferior 

behavior in PEM fuel cell electrodes. 

The preparation of promising cathode and anode catalysts on an enlarged scale has been 

carried out. The results obtained on both electrocatalysts show good reproducibility of the 

synthesis. In conclusion, electrochemical results presented in this report are a good starting point 

for further research. 
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